


Message from the Founder

Living the time of the Pandemic,
Dear friends of Hope of Family,

It is our pleasure to be with you again via our Monthly Newsletter and we hope that you are still in 
good condition despite the impacts of COVID 19 which of course have reached us all in various forms.

This time the world is facing the one enemy. COVID 19 which has affected our normal life. From 
Young to old we all think what will  happen if COVID 19 stays longer. Our children are asking us 
when will we go back to school? 

Elders are asking themselves how they will live the pandemic time if situation remains the same.

Here in Rwanda, a number of businesses have resumed and some families are 
living as good as before. Some others are still struggling to eat, to drink and to wear.
With such struggle, the world will judge us based on how we gave our hands to those in need.

Recently, Hope of Family has been able to renovate houses for our beneficiaries after the disastrous 
rain which destroyed them in April.

Before the renovation work, Hope of Family of course had to find shel-
ter for the affected families. After the hand over of the renovated houses to owners we 
realized that with this pandemic there is a need for an increased support to our beneficiaries. 

We continue to advocate for those vulnerable families in rural area so that they can cope with this 
challenging moment.

Mpayimana Aimable.
Founder and Legal Representative 



HOPE OF FAMILY HANDS OVER RENOVATED HOUSES TO 
FIVE BENEFICIARIES

Hope of Family has handed over five houses to owners after renovation works were completed, thanks 
to everyone who contributed to this important work.

Hope of Family decided to support the renovation of five beneficiaries’ houses after being destroyed by 
heavy rain earlier this year. 
Since then the affected families were accommodated in lent houses whose owners were paid by Hope of 
Family for a temporal shelter for the beneficiaries.

Five houses for five families were renovated and the hands over took place on Tuesday, 14th July 2020 

Hope of Family is a Non-Governmental Organization which operates in Muhanga District, in Shyogwe 
Sector which is located in the Southern Province of Rwanda.

The Organisation seeks to alleviate beneficiaries from extreme poverty and enabling their children to 
access education through sponsorship. The fund comes from  benefactors who are committed to see 
changes in the living conditions among those beneficiaries



RWANDA: HOPE OF FAMILY PAYS HEALTH INSURANCE FEES FOR 3000 PEOPLE AT 
SHYOGWE SECTOR IN MUHANGA DISTRICT

Hope of Family, a local Non-Governmental Organization that seeks to alleviate residents in Shyogwe 
Sector from extreme poverty has earlier this week paid Health Insurance fees for 3000 people in 
Muhanga District, Shyogwe sector.

The Health Insurance will cover the period of the year 2020/2021. According to Emmanuel MFATENE-
ZA, Executive Director of Hope of Family, among persons who received the year 2020/2021 Health 
Insurance are 500 beneficiaries of Hope of Family while 2,500 persons were selected by local leaders 
based on their financial means.

Mfateneza urged those who benefited from this health Insurance scheme to use it efficiently by seek-
ing timely medical services as soon as they feel sick. “Don’t wait your Health to get worsened, seek 
the medical services as soon as you start feeling abnormal. This will reduce devastating effects that are 
likely to happen if the medical service is sought late.” Mfateneza said



SHYOGWE: GOOD GOVERNANCE COMMISSION VISITS HOPE OF FAMILY



Members of the advisory commission on Good Governance in Shyogwe Sector of Muhanga District 
yesterday paid a courtesy call to Hope of Family, a Non-Governmental Organization which is working 
tirelessly to improve the living conditions of Shyogwe residents.

Visitors led by Uzamukunda Berthe, Head of the Commission and the coordinator of National Council 
of Women at the Sector level toured the Hope of Family coverage area to witness how the organiza-
tion’s activities are impacting the Socio-economic aspects among beneficiaries.

The visit is also part of the commission regular work where its members visit the sector’s partners in 
development to assess their work and how are they having impacts on citizens.

Ms. Uzamukunda commended Hope of Family work not only for the contribution in the sector’s devel-
opment but also for the role being played in children’s education.

She pledged that the Sector’s advisory commission will continue to work closely with Hope of
 Family






